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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

Is shipping ready for the cyber threat? 

CYBER attacks are now common occurrences. In 2020, France reported 27 cyber attacks on

hospitals, and since the start of 2021 it has reported one a week. The hospital of Dax, a city in

the south west of France, was hit during the night between the 8th and the 9th of February and

two months later its IT system remains down.

Cyber attacks on hospitals started in the US. One of the most severe attacks occurred last year at

the University of Vermont Health Networks on 28 October. The IT system was down for more

than two months with around 300 health workers unable to do their jobs as a result of the

outage. The total cost of the attack was estimated at more than $63 million by the time it was

fully resolved in early 2021. Meanwhile, the highest profile cyber attack was arguably that carried

out against the UK National Health Service in May 2017.

Health systems are clearly targeted by Cyber criminals in the belief that when lives are at stake

there is a greater probability a ransom will be paid. Other sectors have also been targets. As

cyber attacks are a relatively new phenomenon, and often attacks are not reported, there are

relatively few comprehensive statistics. However, in addition to the health sector, it appears other

popular targets are: the energy sector, government agencies, the financial sector and the

education sector.

According to various sources, these sectors together account for about 50% of all cyber attacks.

Why these sectors? The answer is to be found in the profile of cyber pirates. Firstly, many are

interested in money so naturally financial institutions are a prime target.

Meanwhile, hospitals and energy companies are frequently targeted as hackers hope their

chances of receiving a ransom are enhanced by disabling an essential service that must be

restored quickly. Government agencies meanwhile are usually targeted by a different type of

hacker: typically someone from another government, or a political activist.

However, this leaves the other 50% of cyber attacks: these are carried out on business, including

shipping. One type of hack that is common to all sectors is the theft of personal data which can

subsequently be sold on the black market.
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Figure 1: Spot time charter market since 2015 for selected dry bulk vessels



Topic of the Week continued

The most recent attacks reported on shipping were those carried out on Bourbon and Gazocean. Bourbon, the Marseille-based offshore

supply vessel company, was hit by a cyber attack just two weeks’ ago during the night of the 8-9th of April. On the same day, another

Marseille-based shipping company, Gazocean, fell victim to a similar cyber attack. These follow other attacks a while ago on CMA-CGM

and Maersk.

Collateral damage

Until now, however, the cyber attacks were not shipping specific: the shipping companies were just collateral damage. The best example

of this was Maersk, whose IT systems were closed down by the infamous NotPetya attack in June 2017. Thousands of companies were

hit at the same time, including pharmaceutical company Merck, advertising agency WPP, health and hygiene products maker Reckitt

Benckiser, French construction company Saint-Gobain, and FedEx’s European subsidiary TNT Express, to mention just a few.

Rumours suggested the NotPetya malware might have been developed by the Russian army to cripple Ukraine but that its creator

subsequently lost control of its dissemination. Maersk was therefore not targeted as a shipping company but just happened to have a

branch in the Ukraine, which got caught in a fight between Ukraine and Russia which subsequently infected the entire Maersk network.

Talk about being caught in crossfire!

A number of shipping companies meanwhile have been tricked into paying money through what is known as the “President scam”, in

which hackers take over the mail account of the CEO of a company in order to ask, at a carefully chosen time, usually on the eve of a

long week, the accounting department to remit some money to a specified account. As the hackers have been monitoring the CEO’s

mail for a while usually they have a credible reason for the remittance!

A number of shipbrokers have been hacked in order to change bank accounts on freight or hire invoices, but so far there are no known

examples of a shipping company being targeted by a ransomware or a malware because it is a shipping company.

The same cannot be said about ports, as the port of Antwerp has been victim of a hack which was discovered back in…2013. Hackers

hired by a drug cartel took control of the application dealing with the movements and location of containers, most likely in 2011. Once

they were in the system they were able to make containers, the ones containing drugs, ‘disappear’: they were physically still there but

not visible in the IT system. The hack was discovered during an enquiry into the murder of a truck driver who had driven away with the

wrong container by mistake. And it is highly likely that sooner or later a shipping company will be targeted for being a shipping

company.
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Topic of the Week continued

And what about ships? Well, a number of ships have received malware in their systems but again not specifically for being a ship. A

newly built dry bulk vessel saw its delivery delayed by a number of days after both its Electronic Chart Display Systems (ECDIS) were

infected by a virus.

In another event, a ship equipped with an integrated power management system which could be connected to the internet for software

updates, remote operation and diagnostic and data collection, was found to be infected by a virus which was dormant and could have

been remotely activated on connection to the internet. Analysis revealed that the virus had been in the system for more than two years

and had been introduced unwittingly by the software company during a system …update!

Meanwhile, not all computer or IT system failures are due to cyber attacks. A ship with an integrated navigation bridge system suffered a

failure of nearly all its navigation systems while sailing through an area with a lot of shipping traffic and poor visibility. The failure was

tracked down to an outdated IT operating system which simply crashed.

Ill prepared?

So far shipping has been lucky. But it is unlikely to be the case forever, and if cyber criminals start to target shipping they may discover

that the industry is ill prepared. In 2017, the IMO voted in a resolution which included cyber risk in the risks that must be dealt with in

the safety management systems of shipping companies, citing numerous “mission critical” systems onboard a ship:

• Bridge systems

• Cargo handling and management systems

• Propulsion, machinery management and power control systems

• Access control systems

• Vessel Integrated Navigation System (VINS)

• Global Positioning System (GPS)

• Satellite Communications

• Automatic Identification System (AIS)

• Radar systems and electronic charts

And more…

The resolution came into force in January this year. The specificity of ships, in particular their frequent isolation, harsh surrounding

environment and lack of dedicated onboard IT expertise, is likely to make the task even more daunting.
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